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Introduction 
 

Social CRM corresponds to the integration of Social Media's within the Customer 
Relation Management process. CRM is a strategy used by firms that helps them to manage 
their relationship with customers, by interacting with them and potential customers. The 
objective is to create a strong bond with customers in order to make sure that your business 
will last.  

With the explosion of Social Media we now talk of Social CRM. Social media's transformed 
the way businesses and consumers interact. Businesses are pressured to be where the 
customers are and now have to engage more than never with them. Customers expect a two 
way interaction with businesses, with a real discussion. Therefore, Social CRM is necessary 
if companies wish to survive on the long term, however as we saw in the article Modelling 
CRM in a social media age only 30% of companies who use Social CRM manage to increase 
their turnover. We will offer our recommendation to Privateaser to help them build a 
relationship with their customers and hopefully increase their turnover. 

 
Privateaser is a young start-up created in April 2015. The concept is to offer to businesses as 
well as private persons the possibility to rent a place for unique events that are personalized 
and adapted to each request (farewell parties, corporate events, cocktails customers, after 
works, birthdays...). 
Most of the places proposed are unique which is a key competitive advantage for the firm.  
The concept is working very well since the start up now employs 26 employees for a turnover 
of 6 millions euros. In just a few years, Privateaser has even become a leader in the booking 
of events in bars, restaurants and rental rooms in France, with locations in the 18 biggest 
cities in France (Paris, Lyon, Lille…).  
Currently Privateaser is not really efficient on Social Networks. They mainly use outbound 
marketing in order to promote their product, especially on Instagram. The engagement with 
customers is  bad on Facebook with only 44% of response to the visitors of the page, and 
there is also a lack of activity which makes it complicated to attract clients.   
 



         
Likealyser Analysis of Privateaser Facebook Page, their biggest way platform of communication.  
 
 
There are many benefits of being an SME rather than a large company. Its small size allows 
the company to have a faster and smoother communication between the different employees 
and between the various poles of the firm. Start Ups like Privateaser are also known for their 
new way of management and responsiveness to the clients. Indeed, since they are fewer in the 
company with often no departments they are closer to the customers than large company.  It 
is therefore easier to respond to customer requests in a shorter period of time. The company is 
also more flexible to adapt to the market: each employee being versatile, it is easier to spread 
tasks and if necessary, to change the role of employees.  
 
II) How should they engage with their customers ?  
 

1) Through a blog  
The first creative way we want to use to interact with our customers is through a blog with 
articles that would also be shared on Facebook approximately every 3-4 days to ameliorate 
the current lack of activity. For this strategy we decided to only focus towards businesses.  
This way of interacting will make us discover more information about our customer, which 
we will develop later in the report, but it will also allow us to create a lasting relationship 
thanks to the subscribe button that calls for action and most importantly show businesses that 
Privateaser has knowledge and expertise in the field. It can be a risk for companies to trust 
smaller companies to organize their events but by promoting content that interests them 
Privateaser would show its legitimacy and improve brand image and brand awareness. 
          



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



2) With Instagram  
Our second idea is to use Instagram to target businesses as well as independant customers. 
Privateaser has the chance to have access to some unique places which often have a lot of 
history : theaters, museums, cinemas and much more. 

 
Therefore instead of simply posting a picture of the place asking customers to “book it now” 
like it is currently done we would like to post pictures in a Carousel format ( many pictures of 
the same place in just one post ), with a bit of history regarding the location. It would allow 
customers to discover unique places that they often don’t know about.  
We believe that this technique would improve the brand image, bring brand awareness and 
share the brand value of unique places for unique events.        
                 
 
III) What types of customer information could they be gathering? 

 
1) Which information will they gather ? 
 
Thanks to these new ways of engaging with customers we will be able to access information 
regarding our audience :  
 
Engagement per post 
It gives us information about the percentage of people who are engaged in our contents 
among all people who see them. 
 
Number of mentions 
See what is said about your company and detect influencers.  
 
Traffic sources  



See the amount of traffic going to your blog and see where it’s come from (organic, direct, 
referral).  
 
Blog subscription conversion rate: Allows to see the percentage of blog subscriptions 
among all visitors so we can get information about the relevance of our topics and the 
engagement of our community. 
 
2)How will they access the information ?  
 
Engagement per post: Using Facebook Insights or Keyhole 
On Facebook, you have access to the insights of your Facebook and Instagram page on which 
you can see the number of people reached by your post as well as the number of interactions 
that has been made. Then you just have to pick up the information and execute the formula. 
You can also use the keyhole platform which gives you a broad range of datas concerning the 
performance of your publications. 
 = Interactions on post / Post Reach * 100  

 
 
Number of mentions: Using keyhole. 

 
 
Traffic sources : Using Google Analytics 
In order to gather the information about the visitors who came from social medias to your 
blog, you must create a google analytics account on which you will assimilate your website. 
Once the website is configured with google analytics, you have access to a broad range of 
datas. In the acquisition part of the menu, the channel section allows you to see from which 
channels your customers wents from (Referral, Direct, Organic).  



 
 
 
Blog subscription conversion rate: Using Google Analytics 
You can track your Blog subscription conversion rate thanks to Google Analytics. You have 
to set up a goal on Google Analytics which refers to the destination page when the 
registration is done (“Thanks for your registration”). Then you have access to different datas, 
including the sources from where your customers came from to complete this specific goal. 
 

 
 
 
 
IV) What could they do with this information ?  
 
Engagement per post: It allows to find the best moment, to detect influencers and to 
compare the quality of content that you post to your page. It gives you a way to compare 
engagement between two posts that reached a different number of users. 
Knowing what share of your audience actually engages with content can indicate the quality 
of your audience as you grow fans over time. 
❖ Find topics of interest 
❖ Measure increases in engagement 
❖ Create publications specifically targeted to your audience 
❖ Identify influencers 

 
Number of mentions: It allows you to know what is said about your company in order to 
take immediate action to respond to customers. Furthermore it allows to optimize hashtag 
campaigns thanks to keyhole and see if there are performing well. We can also make specific 
publications targeting our influencers by geo-location or keywords in order to increase the 
reach of our contents. 
❖ Take immediate action to respond to customers 



❖ Optimize hashtag campaigns 
❖ Make specific posts targeting our influencers based on their geo-location 
❖ Contests, Viral materials  

 
Traffic sources: With this information we can detect where are the mains issues for 
customers to access to our blog and where we should make improvement. 
This can lead to SEO optimization, increase in netlinking between social medias and blog, 
creation of different contents, use of differents channels. 
❖ SEO optimization 
❖ Netlinking between social network and blog 
❖ Creation of different contents 
❖ Use of new social channels  

 
Blog subscription conversion rate: With this information, we can get information about the 
relevance of our topics. Furthermore their registration give us precious information about 
them like email address that we can use to conduct emailing campaigns. We can also try to 
revised the ergonomy of the blog in order to improve the conversion funnel. 
❖ Measure contents relevance 
❖ Create targeted email campaigns 
❖ Revised the ergonomy of the blog  
❖ Improve conversion funnel 

 
V) What are the main challenges you foresee for your chosen organisation 
implementing Social CRM? (engagement, gathering information etc) 
 
Ensure quality of contents and post articles on a regular basis 

To ensure a regular publication of quality content and the kindness of users 
interacting on our various pages, we advise to employ an employee or a team dedicated to it. 
This is why we propose to hire a community manager (which will content between one and 
five employees). The number will depend on: the number of pages on social networks to 
"watch" and animate, as well as the publication goals (one article per day / half-week / week). 
Each community manager will focus on one or more social networks and will have to read 
the posts of Internet users to ensure that they do not include insults / racism... They will also 
answer the various questions the users can ask about the company and the services it 
provides. When creating new content to publish online, the entire team will work together to 
ensure quality publications and creativity from different perspectives. 

 
Engage customers to post & interact 

To encourage consumers to respond to our publications and articles on our blog, we 
plan to use several strategies: 
● Tag a mate and win a place in our next public event! 

This strategy is already used by many companies. Used in the form of contest, it allows to put 
forward the page of the company. The goal is to take advantage of current consumers to 



allow their friends to discover the company, while highlighting the services sold by 
Privateaser. 
● Interact as much as possible with interlocutors and encourage discussions 

This point will be one of the key points in the tasks of community managers. By checking the 
posts of users on different social networks, they can respond when it seems appropriate (to 
create the buzz / the laugh / the dream or open the dialogue). 
 
 
 
Convert social media visibility in real life opportunities 
The problem of the internet is that the content remains virtual. Users may not feel affected. 
This is why we intend to make our publications very visual with the use of many photos. We 
will use key places that people know and identify with (in the case of little-known bars / 
restaurants, keep photos of the city). To break the barrier of the virtual and show them that all 
can enjoy the service offered by Privateaser, we propose to organize some public events 
(where everyone can participate) and where it will be very easy to register (published in the 
form a small video presenting the place and with a link at the end to a facebook event). 
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